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QUESTION 1

Which three statements are correct? (Choose three.) 

A. Derived/work fields and variables can be displayed on the page 

B. Derived/work fields and variables provide temporary storage of calculated values 

C. Derived/work fields and record fields provide permanent storage of values 

D. Derived/work fields and record fields can be displayed on the page 

E. Derived/work fields and record fields can include executable PeopleCode programs 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 2

When registering fluid components, assume you usually create the content references so that they reside in the My
Fluid Applications folder as shown in the exhibit. 

However, for your Fluid Billing component, you register the component so the content reference resides in 

a folder outside the Fluid Pages folder in the Billing folder (Root>Billling). 

What effect does this have on users accessing this component? 

A. A tile for this fluid component cannot be added to a fluid homepage using the Add Tile button on the Personalize
Homepage page 

B. Users will not be able to add this component to their Favorites list 

C. There is no effect on the user accessing the component. The component can be accessed the same ways as any
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fluid component 

D. Users will not be able to access this component using a smartphone or tablet 

E. Users will not be able to navigate to the component using the NavBar, Navigator option 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Select three elements that must be present before registering a component. (Choose three.) 

A. Permission list 

B. Folder 

C. Content reference definition 

D. Primary table 

E. Menu definition 

Correct Answer: ABE 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E28394_01/pt852pbh1/eng/psbooks/tapd/chapter.htm?File=tapd/
htm/tapd17.htm 

 

QUESTION 4

Review the definition of the Calculate user-defined function. 

Then, review the invocation of this Calculate function in a FieldChange program: 

Which two corrections are required to allow these PeopleCode programs to be saved as syntactically correct programs
that produce valid results? (Choose two.) 

A. In the FieldChange program, move line 3 to become line 1 

B. In the function definition, delete the in and out modifiers on line 1 
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C. Delete line 3 from the function definition. In the FieldChange program, add the following as line 5: andincr = 0; 

D. Replace line 4 in the FieldChange program with the following: 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

Identify two types of tables used in the PeopleSoft feature named TableSet Sharing. (Choose two.) 

A. Cluster tables 

B. Temporary tables 

C. Transparent tables 

D. Transaction tables 

E. Audit tables 

F. Control tables 

Correct Answer: DF 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E29376_01/hrcs90r5/eng/psbooks/lsfn/chapter.htm?File=lsfn/htm/ lsfn03.htm 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two statements indicate the actions that need to be taken before changing the default field label on a field
definition? (Choose two.) 

A. Check if the default label is used in any page definitions 

B. Check if the default label is used in any record definitions 

C. Check if the default label is used in any component definitions 

D. Check if the default label is used in any PeopleCode 

E. Check if the default label is active 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 7
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When you attempt to drag a subrecord onto a page, the page definition displays an error. What is the reason for this? 

A. The Use tab on the Page Properties dialog box does not have the Page Size field set to Auto-size so that the page
automatically expands to facilitate all the fields in the subrecord 

B. The subrecord definition does not have the Record Type value set to SubRecord 

C. The Use tab on the Record Properties dialog box for the subrecord definition does not have the Parent record field
set correctly in the Record Relationship settings 

D. The Page Type Field is not set to be Subpage on the Use tab of the Page Properties dialog box 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

The following object-oriented program is inefficient and includes many unnecessary statements. 

If you delete lines 2-5, how would you rewrite lines 6-10 to be efficient, compact, and correct? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

E. Option E 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9
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Which two PeopleCode excerpts contain syntax errors? (Choose two.) 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 4 

E. 5 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 10

Which PeopleCode statement should you use to instantiate a Row object for the current row? 

A. andRow = GetRow(); 

B. andRow = andRowset.GetCurrRow; 

C. andRow =andRowset.GetRow; 

D. andRow = CreateRow(); 
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E. andRow = andRowset.Row(); 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E28394_01/pt852pbh1/eng/psbooks/tpcr/chapter.htm?File=tpcr/htm/ tpcr38.htm 

 

QUESTION 11

When you are modifying, customizing, or configuring PeopleSoft application definitions using Application Designer,
which two statements are true regarding the impact on other application elements? (Choose two.) 

A. Running an alter table process in Application Designer is required only during major upgrades, not after small
changes to a single record definition 

B. PeopleTools provides utilities to help you determine relationships between application definitions, such as
PeopleTools cross-reference reports and the Find Definition References option 

C. If you modify field definition properties or record definition properties, the PeopleTools system insanity and
automatically synchronizes the definition changes with the underlying SQL database table 

D. Changing a single field property, such as the field name or type, typically has no effect on other definitions such as
records or pages 

E. If you alter a table, you must rebuild any views that reference the altered table 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 12

You have a record definition open in Application Designer, and when you select the Build menu, you notice that the
Current Definition option is disabled. (greyed out.) Why did this happen? 

A. You have already build the table 

B. The record definition Record Type is set to Dynamic View 

C. You saved the record definition using a non-standard SQL table name 

D. You are not connected to the database 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Which statement is correct about developing, modifying, and deploying PeopleSoft fluid applications? 

A. When developing fluid applications, there is a decreased usage and reliance on cascading style sheets (CSS) when
compared to classic applications 

B. To develop fluid applications, you will continue to use the same PeopleTools, such as Application Designer, that have
been used to develop PeopleSoft applications for decades 
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C. For your end users, you will need to implement a separate server infrastructure to deploy fluid applications, keeping it
completely separate from the server infrastructure used to deploy classic applications 

D. Any previous application logic you want to port from a classic application to a fluid application will need to be
rewritten in Java 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

Instructors have complained that they do not have access to a newly registered component and page. The Instructor
role that includes the Instructor permission list already exists; both are available for your use. Select the two correct
methods that add access for just this user group. (Choose two.) 

A. Modify the content reference (CREF) definition in the portal registry and enable the Author Access option 

B. Re-run the Registration Wizard. Select the option to modify only a permission list, and add the Instructor permission
list to this component 

C. Modify the CREF definition in the portal registry and add the Instructor role 

D. Modify the Instructor permission list definition and add access to the new component and page 

E. Modify the CREF definition in the portal registry and add the Instructor permission list 

F. Modify the CREF definition in the portal registry and enable the Public Access option 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 15

Examine the following code: 

Which two statements are correct? (Choose two.) 

A. ABSENCE_SQL contains an INSERT clause 

B. ABSENCE_SQL contains a DELETE clause 

C. ABSENCE_SQL is a SQL object 

D. ABSENCE_SQL is a SQL definition name 

E. ABSENCE_SQL contains a SELECT clause 

F. ABSENCE_SQL is a SQL method 
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Correct Answer: EF 
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